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(cited: images of cited: book, and the re-sketching of the first letter of first word or something, … was 

done from memory so pardon the discrepancies) 

Of course  

[in reg-her e English order] 

Looks most like an/a  

flowering [think petal] 

5 or run-around the track: S.  

What could flowering 5 

Mean; it is in this case 

[for me] to reference the 

presumptive culture:  

I am currently in and primarily from/of: 
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Flowering 5 

Might sensibly  

Reference the beginning 

Of kinder-garten  

Which of course 

Sounds so much like 

Kinder-garden 

Which/witch might mean  

(no mean!) a variety of things including: this will be the start of a kinder experience, then no sorry, than:  

And it almost sounds like a card you might give to any old adult, and that here just means any adult: that 

went to kindergarten or could have  

[The any card business] 

A kinder experience, than:  

… 

[might be on the card] 

 

(and so in catches) 
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Of importance the in this case thing to take away is card. 

   and so it may not be surprising that 

[

] or something also like a reverse hook cited: peter pan is found to be symbolism for card.  

Title continued: The Syntax of form [perhaps next part] 

  Why might you guess is based on above.  
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  Is 

Is one way to 

Open and see a 

Traditional card: and 

Here of course traditional  

Means reed [play] and-or 

See front, which 

Might be the twist at 

The left side, and then 

Follow the path obvious, correlating  

Each segment of the  

Left-over 

Parts of the card, 

Traditional  
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With the the rest 

Of this apparent: 

Ly? Symbol.  

 

 

 


